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BY J IM MOORE 
Working Smarter

Debugging ISPF Edit Macros:
Using Dialog Test

When I was writing the four-part series
of columns on ISPF Debugging

earlier this year (Technical Support March
- June), I had an inkling that four parts
might not be enough to cover everything.
Consider this column the fifth part. How
could I have forgotten to write about debug-
ging ISPF Edit Macros using Dialog Test?

EDIT MACROS ARE
ISPF DIALOGS

This is a true statement. Although they
differ somewhat from the more traditional-
style dialogs in several ways, edit macros
are truly ISPF dialogs. How do they differ?

● they use the ISREDIT service to interface
with the edit program (as opposed to
the ISPEXEC or ISPLINK interface)

● they can only run within the edit program
(also named ISREDIT)

To mentally prepare yourself to debug an
ISPF edit macro using Dialog Test, think of
the ISREDIT service as you would think of
any other ISPF API service call. That is,
think of ISREDIT as you would VGET,
VPUT, TBOPEN, SETMSG, etc.

Once this is clear in your mind, all of
the techniques that I covered previously in
my four-part series on ISPF debugging
will be applicable.

THE ONLY EDIT MACRO

I did not intend for this column to cover
all of the detailed and complex things that
you can do within an edit macro. Rather,
the emphasis here is on debugging edit
macros. Therefore, I will use an ultra sim-
ple REXX edit macro named ONLY to
demonstrate. Even though the ONLY

macro contains only six lines, it is perfectly
adequate to demonstrate edit macro debug-
ging concepts.

I suggest typing in the ONLY macro
exactly as shown in Figure 1. Once entered,
copy it into a SYSPROC or SYSEXEC
dataset (or an ALTLIB activated SYSPROC
or SYSEXEC) and follow along with the
steps that I am about to cover. Make sure
that you give it the member name ONLY.

ISPF OPTION 7 - DIALOG
TEST WORKS GREAT FOR
EDIT MACROS

If you followed my previous series on ISPF
Debugging, you should be acquainted with
ISPF Option 7. All of the tools and dialogs
found there work great for debugging edit
macros and more traditional ISPF dialogs.

Before I go into more detail regarding
edit macro debugging, remember that edit
macros must be available in a search path
for implicit invocation. What this really
means is that you enter the member name
of a SYSPROC or SYSEXEC dataset as a
“command” within edit. You cannot invoke
an edit macro explicitly by using the TSO/E
EXEC command.

Figure 2 presents a quick and easy
method of setting up implicit invocation
using the TSO/E ALTLIB command from
within Dialog Test.

Consider this “Step 0” in edit macro
debugging: Getting your edit macro into the
TSO/ISPF search path. Once this is accom-
plished, here are the remaining steps required
to use Dialog Test for macro debugging:

1. Breakpoint the macro at ISPF Option
7.8. Navigate to ISPF Option 7.8 and
set a single breakpoint. For the
Service name, enter ISREDIT. For the

When value, enter A(fter). In the
Function column, enter ONLY. This
will be adequate to start.

Recall what I said earlier: When
debugging a traditional ISPF dialog,
typing service names such as VPUT
and VDEFINE will set a breakpoint
for the named service. To set a
breakpoint in an edit macro,
use the all-inclusive “service”
named ISREDIT. It is perfectly
acceptable as a service name at the
7.8 Breakpoint utility.

The function name (ONLY) is
added to the breakpoint for this
exercise to ensure that no other edit
macros interfere with the example.
That is the purpose of the function
column: It limits breakpoint activation
to the named function.

2. Enter ISREDIT as the PGM name at
ISPF Option 7.1. After setting the
single ISREDIT breakpoint, navigate
to 7.1 (=1 will work fine). This is the
launching screen for any dialog
function. Position the cursor in the
PGM field that is toward the bottom
of the screen under the Invoke
Program sub-heading. Enter ISREDIT
as the PGM name and press enter.
The Option 2 Edit Entry Panel will be
displayed. Choose any dataset to edit.
From within the edit session, invoke
the macro by entering the following:

Command==> ONLY P’#’ 1 72

What happens? You should be
presented with the breakpoint screen
shown in Figure 3. Since the edit
session is being executed from within
Dialog Test, under the control of the
breakpoint set earlier, any time the
ISREDIT service is encountered
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within the ONLY macro, a breakpoint
will be presented.

Refer to the earlier series of
columns for details about what you
can do at a Dialog Test breakpoint.

3. Continue through the breakpoints until
back in edit. Initially, just “go
through” the breakpoints by typing
“G” (Go) in the breakpoint Option==>
line. You should pass through the
following three breakpoints:

● one for the ISREDIT MACRO
(FPARM)

● one for the ISREDIT EXCLUDE
ALL

● one for the ISREDIT FIND ALL P
“#” 1 72

After entering a “G” from the third
breakpoint, you will return to the edit
session with the effects of the macro
visible. If the data you selected to edit
has any numeric characters between
columns one and 72, lines containing
numeric characters should be the only
ones visible. Lines that do not contain
numeric characters between columns
one and 72 should be excluded.

4. Repeat using ISREMSPY (or
MacroSpy). If your site is running
z/OS 1.2 or higher, you will be able to
use ISREMSPY. Otherwise, refer to
the sidebar titled “MacroSpy.”
ISREMSPY and MacroSpy are
essentially the same program.

ISREMSPY is a great addition to
the ISPF debugging toolkit. It allows
an edit macro developer to see the
effect of every single ISREDIT call as
they occur. To demonstrate how it
works, repeat the debugging process
again by entering the ONLY P’#’ 1 72
from within edit.

Skip through the first breakpoint
with a “G”. When you encounter the
breakpoint for the ISREDIT
EXCLUDE ALL, enter TSO
ISREMSPY as a primary command at
the breakpoint screen. If you are not at
z/OS 1.2 but have downloaded and
installed MacroSpy, enter TSO
MACROSPY instead of TSO
ISREMSPY.
The screen that appears should look

something like the one shown in Figure 4.
What ISREMSPY shows is a “mock-up”
of how the underlying edit session

looks after the EXCLUDE ALL has
been executed. Note that you can view
the ISREMSPY screen at any time;
however, it is most useful when you are
“stepping through” the macro from the
breakpoint screen.

CONCLUSION

What about more complex edit macros?
Some might have far more ISREDIT calls in
them. Do you really want to see every single
ISREDIT call stopped at a breakpoint?

In situations like this, you might want to
qualify breakpoints. To demonstrate how a

breakpoint is qualified, enter the ONLY
P’#’ 1 72 command one more time.

Say, you are using RETRIEVE, CRETRIEV
or RETP to pull this typed command back,
aren’t you?

When you encounter the first break-
point, the one for MACRO (FPARM),
enter an “8” from the breakpoint screen.
This invokes the breakpoint utility. From
here, you can delete an existing break-
point, add a new one or modify an exist-
ing one without ending your current
debug session.

Take the following steps to modify the
existing ISREDIT breakpoint:

FIGURE 3: THE INITIAL BREAKPOINT SCREEN 

Because the breakpoint is unqualified, any ISREDIT service will trigger a breakpoint, even the simple ISREDIT
MACRO declarative.

Type this REXX EXEC exactly as shown. Watch the quotation marks.

/* REXX */      /* Always code “REXX” comment on 1st line   */
ADDRESS ISREDIT  /* All lines that follow are ISREDIT calls  */
“MACRO (FPARM)”  /* Declare a macro with a parm (FPARM)        */
“EXCLUDE ALL”    /* Issue EXCLUDE ALL                         */
“FIND ALL “FPARM /* Issue FIND ALL (of parm value)            */
EXIT 0          /* Exit with RC=0                            */

FIGURE 1: THE ONLY MACRO 

Using the dataset name where you coded the ONLY macro (which can be any 80-byte PDS), issue the following com-
mand from the ISPF Command==> line once you are in Dialog Test (Option 7).

TSO ALTLIB ACT APPL(CLIST) DA(pds.with.ONLY)

To read more about ALTLIB, issue a TSO HELP ALTLIB

FIGURE 2: AN EASY ALTLIB METHOD FOR GETTING
YOUR EDIT MACRO IN THE TSO/ISPF SEARCH PATH 
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1. Enter QUAL(ify) as a primary command.
2. In the column named Qualification

parameter values, enter: EXCLUDE.
3. Press PF3 (END).
4. Back at the breakpoint screen, type “G”.

You will notice that the breakpoint does not
occur for the ISREDIT FIND ALL now that
the ISREDIT breakpoint has been qualified
with EXCLUDE. Just for luck, try invoking
the macro one last time. Now, the only
breakpoint that will occur is the one qualified
with EXCLUDE.

If you need multiple breakpoints, add
them at Option 7.8 as new rows. You can
even use an “R” line command to repeat an
existing row. Enter the QUAL command to
add the new qualifying condition in the
repeated row. Pretty slick stuff.  

NaSPA member Jim Moore is the president
of Concentrated Logic Corporation, a
Glendale Heights, IL-based software devel-
opment firm specializing in TSO/ISPF/PDF
and database design. He can be reached at
conlogco@attbi.com.

FIGURE 4: AN EXAMPLE OF THE MACROSPY (KNOWN AS
ISREMSPY IN Z/OS 1.2 AND HIGHER) SCREEN 

This screen allows you to “peek” at the underlying look of an edit session after an ISREDIT call. In this example, ISRED-
IT EXCLUDE ALL has just been issued. Note the words EXCLUDE ALL near the top of the screen.  

MacroSpy

To acquire a copy of MacroSpy, point your browser to Doug Nadel’s fabulous
Web site, www.sillysot.com/mvs. You will find it in the ISPF programming, usage
and debugging aids section. Click on the highlighted word “MacroSpy” to read
more about it. Complete download and installation instructions are posted there
as well. Thank you Doug, and IBM too!


